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Corus360 and SecureAgent Partnership Expands Data Center Technologies
NORCROSS, GA and TULSA, OK (January 25, 2010) – Corus360, a technology consulting and solutions company, and
Secure Agent Software, a leading developer of enterprise security solutions, announced today they have formed a business
partnership to provide the latest in turn-key data backup, security, and disaster recovery solutions. This alliance will allow both
companies to drive new growth opportunities and provide their respective customers with a more comprehensive solution.
The companies will jointly make available the Secure Data Solution® enhanced backup and recovery program. The Secure Data
Solution eliminates or reduces tape-mounting time, physical tape stock, tape drives and their maintenance, and off-site tape
transport and storage, all resulting in reduced user costs. The patented SecureAgent disk-to-disk technology delivers increased
service levels, reliability, and productivity. Proprietary software features ensure secure data compression and encryption at the
highest legal levels throughout the process. The Secure Data Solution also decreases required floor space and significantly reduces
power/cooling costs.
SecureAgent has not only earned an impeccable reputation as a pioneering data services solution provider, but also has been
awarded more than a dozen US and European patents. SecureAgent data management applications are in use throughout the
United States and Europe. They are a preferred solution for some of the world’s largest banks, communication companies, and tierone outsourcers.
In addition to making the Secure Data Solution available to its clients, Corus360 will itself use the Solution in its new Atlanta data
center. The opening of the new data center rounds out Corus360’s vision for an IT managed-services and disaster recovery facility.
“Corus360’s investment in creating a LEED Gold-certified building and data center is an investment in our clients and our future,”
said Tom Lowry, Chief Technology and Sustainability Officer of Corus360. “The new data center, equipped with
environmentally-conscious and efficient technology services, marks a milestone for all of us at Corus360.”
“We designed the Secure Data Solution to meet the increasingly flexible and evolving needs of modern data centers. The joint
partnership with Corus360 enables more companies to profit from the Secure Data Solution’s advanced technology,” said R. Brent
Johnson, president of SecureAgent Software.
About Corus360
Corus360 is a technology consulting and solutions company with more than ten years of success helping clients better leverage
technology investments to satisfy strategic and tactical business requirements. We specialize in best-of-breed infrastructure
solutions, IT management consulting, data center technologies, disaster recovery, managed services, and enterprise applications.
Corus360 helps organizations solve business problems, reduce costs, and enhance efficiency by devising, recommending, and
deploying business-aligned technology solutions. We apply proven methodologies that help organizations reduce risk, respond
more quickly to business challenges, and better utilize assets through the full technology lifecycle. For more information, visit
www.corus360.com or contact us at (770) 300-4700.
About SecureAgent Software
SecureAgent Software has been helping customers manage sensitive data for more than twenty years. Many of the largest
companies across the United States and throughout Europe use SecureAgent products in mission-critical areas of their daily
operations. SecureAgent products play an integral role in secure remote console access, data backup and recovery, advanced
automation, integrated tape management, and disaster recovery. SecureAgent Software is a pioneer in the implementation of rolebased access controls, and both commercial customers and the governmental sector use its products extensively to comply with
evolving regulatory guidance. Among the companies using SecureAgent Software products are three of the four largest US banks,
two of the largest credit card processing companies, the nation’s two largest communications companies, the world’s largest stock
exchange, the largest US airline, and the largest airline reservations companies in the US and Europe. For more information, visit
www.secureagent.com or contact us (918) 971-1600.

